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INTERVIEWS
Every month we scour the planet to find the best artists. We bring you their stories and we showcase their work. 
In this month’s issue...

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.  

Email your photos to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk or send them on a disc to 

Gallery, Total Tattoo, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU. UK

The disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name.

COMPETITION TERMS ANd CONdITIONS
All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date. Entries received after the closing date will not be considered.  The editor’s decision is final.
Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address. Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and
accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.
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T
he London Tattoo Convention always

signifies the end of the summer season

for me, smoothing the transition into

autumn and heralding the final part of the

year.

And what a year this has been. Tattooing has been pushed into the

limelight (for all the right reasons!) by high profile events of a kind that

would have been unimaginable only a few years ago. It seems that

tattooists and tattoo fans are finally reclaiming our beloved art form

from the PR man and the fashion industry. Communication and

collaboration have always been a good thing, but we got hijacked; it was

beginning to feel as though tattooing was up for grabs to the highest

bidder.

Major exhibitions such as Tatoueurs, Tatoués in Paris and Time: Tattoo Art

Today in London (both featured in recent issues of Total Tattoo) have

shown all those who care to have their eyes opened what tattoo is

really all about. We're at a creative tipping point. Critical mass has been

achieved and there's now an explosion of young artists using tattooing

as their means of expression, both for themselves and for the wearers

of their tattoos. And it's not just about the big events. Smaller artist-

organised shows are cropping up all over the country too, every one of

them moving tattooing into a different artistic space.

Perhaps the changes within tattooing, which at some points over the

last decade have seemed so painful, have been necessary. Real change is

never easy and it's never painless. I believe that a cultural revolution has

taken place that has seen tattooing evolve from a craft – or a folk art –

into a fully-fledged art form. But it's still a living art for the people, not

an art concept peddled to you by some gallery owner with his head up

his arse.

Who knows where it will go in the next twelve months. The

momentum is building. People are reaching out to tattooing, wanting 

to feed off its energy and inject some of its passion into their world. 

Of course there will always be those who ride on its coat tails, but the

stronger the momentum at the core the harder it will be for those

unwanted hangers-on.

I’ve never felt so excited about the future of tattooing. Yes, I enjoyed

the good old days, but I don’t miss them. Nothing stands still.

Everything either moves forward and progresses, or slowly slips

backward and eventually disappears, and tattooing is most definitely in

the first camp.

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“The reasonable man adapts himself to the
world: the unreasonable one persists in trying

to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all
progress depends on the unreasonable man.”

― George Bernard Shaw

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Luke on 

01603 958 062
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

BOOK REVIEW
Jeroen Franken
Publisher: Kintaro

Price: €55.00

288 pages

WIN  WIN  WIN  WIN  WIN  WIN
Tickets to the Halloween Bash
Two weekend passes to give away

The Halloween Tattoo Bash is fast approaching!

This year it will be at Wolverhampton

Racecourse on 8th and 9th November and, as

usual, it promises to be a lot of fun. This venue

has a Holiday Inn on site, which is a massive plus,

but book early as it’s not that big! A little bird

has also told me that the fantastic Thom and

Chrisbee are back again this year to rock the

show (check them out on YouTube). Organiser

Mac, aka Dr Evil, tells us there's a massive

amount of energy going into the 2014 Bash to

make it even better than last year. We have two

weekend passes to give away. To be in with a

chance of winning one of them, email

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk and let us know why

you love Halloween sooo much. Be quick –

competition closes at midnight, the Witching

Hour, on 31st October.  

Terms and conditions apply (see page 5).

Black and grey artist
needed at Essex studio
Busy Colchester studio Monumental Ink
are looking for an amazing black and grey
artist to join their expanding team. They
are offering competitive rates of pay and
they have a ridiculously long waiting list
for the right tattooist, so you'll be able to
start straight away. No egos, and no drink
or drug problems. Studio experience an
advantage but not essential. If you're
interested, send your portfolio with a
covering letter to
monumentalink@hotmail.co.uk with the
subject heading 'FAO Aaron/Giles'.

Two tattooists required at
established London studio
If you have at least three years full-time
professional experience, there's a job
opportunity for you at a recently
refurbished shop in South West London.
Custom skills are preferred, but they will
consider a solid tattoo portfolio with a
strong drawing portfolio. Please email
jobs@ewitattoo.co.uk for information.

Fancy some sunshine and a
change of pace?
A fantastic opportunity awaits the right
artist (or artists) to take over, run and
manage a large friendly custom studio –
with a roof terrace and a great
reputation! – deep in the heart of
Cornwall. So if you fancy working just five
minutes from the sea, in a beautiful
environment, and with a wide customer
base, contact Urban Gypsy for more
details. Email
urbangypsytattoo@yahoo.com or find
them on Facebook.

For those of you who are drawn to the world of the tribal
tattoo, Jeroen Franken’s book of designs is a must.
Working as a tattoo artist for almost two decades,
Franken has travelled the globe visiting numerous tribal
peoples in order to better understand their tattooing. In
fact the very first tattoo he ever did was in the Borneo
jungle! There are some truly amazing designs within these
pages that reflect a career dedicated to the study of this
most powerful and ancient artform, and at the end of the
book we are treated to a glimpse of Franken's
own tattoo work, which is quite simply stunning. 
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BOOK

REVIEW

Bob Tyrrell – 

Tattoos, Drawing 

and Life on the Road

Publisher: Rufus Stone Limited

Editions

You can't overstate the importance of Bob

Tyrrell's work and the phenomenal impact

he's had on the world of Black and Grey.

For the last two decades, his tattoos have

been regarded as the benchmark. This

beautiful book, compiled by Bob himself, is

truly a collector’s item. Measuring

approximately 310mm square and

handmade in the UK, it would make a

more than handsome addition to anybody's

library. If you have £185 to spend, you can

pre-order a signed and numbered limited

edition hardback (only 350 will be

available). But if that's beyond your budget

there is a paperback edition on sale for

£85.which is quite simply stunning.

Sink your teeth into this...
If horror/fantasy is your thing, you'll probably know the name

Pat Mills. He is the creator of 2000AD, and writer of comic

series such as Charley’s War, Slaine, Marshal Law, Nemesis The

Warlock and Accident Man. This Summer he launched his digital

label Millsverse on Comixology, with the one-off PsychoKiller

from Toxic! Magazine. Now he’s bringing a different kind of

horror to digital publishing with Requiem Vampire Knight, Volume

One: Resurrection. Created with French artist Olivier Ledroit, this

is an epic story about a German soldier who dies, is reborn on

the Hell planet of Resurrection and becomes a Vampire Knight...

like you do. Check out www.comixology.co.uk 

Mr Ben!

Ben Stone is on the move. After many

great years at Lifetime Tattoo, he has

decided to go it alone and has opened a

private studio in the Five Lamps area of

Derby. If you'd like to get in touch, you can

reach him on 07914 277080 or email

benstonetattoo@email.com

The Wild World of Endangered Tattoos
A fascinating project has come to our attention: Wild Tattoo.  Moscow-based creative

agency Friends has joined forces with the World Wildlife Fund (Russia) to offer a unique and

unusual way of getting a  tattoo.  Fourteen world-class artists each aligned themselves with a

particular endangered species – including the snow leopard, Atlantic walrus and polar bear –

and fourteen very lucky people were chosen (having registered their interest online) to have a

unique and never-to-be-repeated animal tattoo. Friends co-

founder Alexander Zavatskiy says, “Our aim is to

involve as many young people as possible in the

discussion surrounding the plight of endangered

animals. This is a fresh and inventive way of

communicating the WWF’s message through

body art of the highest quality.” Anastasia Lykina

of WWF (Russia) adds, “In this modern digital

age, even the smallest effort can make a big impact

on others' lives. We believe Wild Tattoo is a great

way to connect with a young, creative and highly

proactive audience.” Head to www.wildtattoo.ru/en

if you'd like to find out more about the project.
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The Cheyenne Bike Update
A couple of months ago we brought you news of the

Cheyenne Bike Project, a collaboration with custom

bike manufacturer Game Over Cycles and Zodiac

Performance Products. This leather-covered bike is

being tattooed (yes, tattooed!) by artists from Polish

studios Individuum and Steel Will Tattoo Factory, and a

grand unveiling will take place on the Saturday of the

London International Tattoo Convention. The images

finding their way to us so far are mighty impressive. It

certainly looks like the finished product is going to be

nothing short of magnificent.



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to
enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.
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Well worth 9 minutes of your time

http://www.shortoftheweek.com/2014/06/24/9-minutes/

Make up your own mind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irS4FZuPgZQ

Guy Aitchison

https://vimeo.com/104738877

Jeremy McGrady Tattoo

https://vimeo.com/104729489

BOOK REVIEW
The Graphic Art of 
The Underground
A Counter Cultural History
Publisher: Bloomsbury

Price: £29.99

Two tattooists required at
established London studio
If you have at least three years full-time

professional experience, there's a job

opportunity for you at a recently

refurbished shop in South West London.

Custom skills are preferred, but they will

consider a solid tattoo portfolio with a

strong drawing portfolio. Please email

jobs@ewitattoo.co.uk for information.

Two tattoo artists required
Hot Black Inc Tattoo & Piecing Studio are

looking for two full-time custom tattoo

artists to join the team in their newly-

established studio in Saltaire (a location

with World Heritage site status!) The

studio is freshly refurbished and kitted out

with state of the art equipment. Applicants

must have at least 3 years studio-based

experience and must present a strong

portfolio. Please forward images of your

work and information to Charlie at

hot_black_inc@hotmail.co.uk

The eagle-eyed among you may recognise the

name Suzy Lowey Prince as a past sub-editor

of this very magazine. In collaboration with her

partner Ian Lowey, she has produced a

fabulous book delving into the graphic art of

the counter culture. The book spans topics

such as the automotive art and pinstriping of

the early 1950s, the graphics of the 1960s

psychedelic underground, the anarchic back-

to-basics approach of 1970s punk, Pop

surrealism... and many many other subcultures

right through to the latest phenomenon of

designer toys and indie crafting (which, for

those of you who don't yet know, is essentially

art combined with knitting!) It is a vault of

drug-induced artistic visions from those

rebellious souls who have refused to conform

to the traditional limits of the artistic world.

Suzy and Ian have ventured deep, collating

many familiar examples and piecing them

together with the vibrant creative thread that

connects all those who choose to stand

outside the norm. The book has a solid hard

cover, is A4 in size and is just short of a

massive 300 pages. It is beautifully laid out in a

way that keeps those pages turning. Each

chapter has intelligent, informative dialogue

running through it and, although not aimed

purely at the tattoo market, it will have

fabulous inspirational qualities for any

tattooist. Many of our favourite artists are

featured, including Vince Ray, Mitch O’Connell,

Ron English, Jamie Reid, Gee Vaucher, Robert

Crumb and Robert Williams to name but a

few. In my student days this is the book that I

would have stolen from the library - but you

can of course order yourself a copy from any

book shop or purchase it online.
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Seven Doors is the brainchild of Jondix
from Holy Trauma and Deno from Circus
tattoo. Situated on Fashion Street, just off
London’s famous Brick Lane and a
stone's throw from Liverpool Street
Station, this studio is rapidly building a
reputation as the place in London to get
tattooed. With an artist list including
Claudia de Sabe, Xam, Andrea Furci,
Dani Queipo, and Teide, it's easy to see
why.

From the outside, the shop looks inviting.
The large window is full of interesting
curios surrounded by many framed prints.
Once you're through the door, the creative
atmosphere is literally tangible. Walls of
deep red and cream are covered in
intricate artwork and Eastern iconography,
all sitting happily together. Movies and
short films are projected onto the paler
surfaces, while small objects of desire sit
inside dark wooden display cases. You
make your way through the shop past
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L
ondon is a city
blessed with many fantastic
tattoo studios. Late last year, a rumour began

doing the rounds that yet another was on its way. But this one would
be different. This would be a super-studio, a collection of world class artists coming
together in the heart of London’s East End. The official opening of Seven Doors will
take place right after this year's London Tattoo Convention, but the studio was given
an honorary pre-launch by none other than tattoo legend Don Ed Hardy. And it was
Don Ed Hardy who came up with the name Seven Doors which, I am told, is "a
special name with a meaning that is both powerful and secret".

Gordon, the shop's manager, who sits
behind a desk to the right. When you
reach the doorway to the back room you
are immediately aware of the bright,
spacious open-plan tattoo studio that
seems to be in complete contrast to the
darker more atmospheric space you have
just left. There are four good-sized work
stations, with a private room beyond, plus
a full-size basement that makes this shop
appear to go on for ever.
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Jondix and Deno met on the
convention circuit ten years ago and
have been good friends ever since. I
wanted to know why two guys from
Spain decided to open a studio here in
London? Jondix explains, “This is our
favourite city. I believe London is the
cultural capital of Europe. We have
been coming here for a long time now
and we have many friends here, so it
seemed the natural choice for a
studio.” Deno continues, “London is a
special place with many great artists
and it has a unique vibrant energy. It is
also a place that many of our friends
from all over the world will want to
come and visit.”

Deno went on to explain the idea
behind the studio. “The philosophy is
to bring people together to tattoo,
paint and interact with each other in a
comfortable creative space with as
much freedom and support as
possible. We hope this will be like an
abstract magnet for ideas and
inspiration, where customers will be
able to find a tattoo that far exceeds
their expectations.” Claudia adds,
“Being involved with the studio from
the very first day means that we all
shared the exhilaration of getting
something started from scratch. It's a
great energy. There are no preset
established rules or roles. We are all
hard workers and we want the shop to
be a place where we can grow and
develop artistically.”
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Andrea Furci left The Family Business to join the team at Seven Doors,
having worked with Mo Copoletta for five years. “I have a lot of respect
for those guys and I will always be grateful to them. When I started
working with Mo, there were six artists and we did everything together
like a big family. After the success of the book that Mo brought out, it
became so busy that we ended up with sixteen artists, and although it was
still a great place to work, for me it wasn’t so cosy and familiar. When the
guys talked to me about opening here, I was very keen. I think I work
better when things are a little calmer and when there is time to be more
creative and maybe not so busy.”

Xam is another great artist well known to the tattoo fraternity in London.
After many years tattooing at Sacred Art in Stoke Newington he moved
on to Frith Street Tattoo, then The Family Business, then he too decided to
join Jondix, Deno and the crew at Seven Doors. “There was no real reason
to leave The Family Business”, he tells me, “but I’ve known the guys here
for a long time, and sometimes it's good to change things, to reinvigorate
yourself. When you move to a new place and work with new people, you
become like a sponge and suck up all the creative energy. It’s like going
back to the beginning and getting excited all over again.”
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Teide has been working in London for
three years and fell in love with the whole
Seven Doors project. “Deno is one of my
main influences. My style is a bit weird; it
comes from old school tattooing but with
a more playful twist. I find inspiration
everywhere: graffiti, photography, graphic
design... I’m a pretty laid back type of
person and the relaxed attitude of Jondix,
Deno and everyone here really suits me.
We’re all good friends who love to work
hard.” This ethos means a lot to Dani
Queipo too: “I was guesting with Deno at
Electric Circus in Spain when he asked
me to join that shop. I loved the way
everyone felt they were a family there,
and I knew it would be the same here at
Seven Doors. I come in on my days off
just to hang out and paint with the others.
It's a very special place.”

Jondix is well known for his constant
travelling. He works all over the world. I
asked him if Seven Doors represented him
‘slowing down’, or putting down some
roots? “I intend to work here as much as
possible. Ideally I would like to find a
balance between tattooing, painting and
creativity in general – whether that's
music, designing machines, or whatever…
I will always need to travel for inspiration,
and to visit and work with friends. As for
‘slowing down’, I think this is the
complete opposite. Working next to
Claudia, Xam and Deno is so exciting that
I am creating tattoos like never before!
That was the whole point behind this
project. I feel really lucky. We are all
inspiring each other and it is non-stop
creativity, day and night – without rules.
We are working one hundred percent for
the customers, and for personal projects
too, and we have received a lot of support.
Alex Binnie has been a great help with
lots of advice.”
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When I ask Xam what makes Seven
Doors stand out for him, he simply
replies, “This is basically a space that we
use to work together. Most of us have our
own clients and we run our own schedules
but we come together to share our ideas. It
feels a bit like a collective. I don’t work
conventions, and so by moving around I
get influenced by the people I work with
and the people that they know. It is very
easy to stay where you are, but in order to
develop it is important to keep pushing
forward. I feel really inspired now. I am
looking at my work again, seeing it from a
new perspective, and thinking of how I
can achieve different things because of
what I am seeing around me.”

Andrea is convinced that his tattooing has
advanced in the short time that he has
worked here. “We all talk a lot and I
remember Claudia asking for my opinion
on a backpiece she was doing. I was
thinking 'Why ask me?', because I don’t
know Japanese as well as her, but we all
share our thoughts and help each other,
which means we all move forward
together.”
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Claudia has been very busy lately helping to
organise the Time: Tattoo Art Today exhibition at
London's Somerset House. “It took a lot of effort
and energy from everybody involved in the
exhibition,” she told me, “but it put me in touch
with some amazing old timers to whom we all
owe a lot. Many of them took part in the
exhibition and it was a pleasure to feel inspired
again.” I wondered how she coped with the
pressures of her immense workload. “I am lucky
that I am very driven, and I become energised by
interacting with great people and great artists. I
try to surround myself with people who make me
feel good, and who inspire me not only
artistically but also in my humanity. Yoga also
helps me to find some peace of mind and get my
body strong enough to deal with the physicality
of tattooing daily.”
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As my afternoon came to a close I wanted to
know what hopes and plans Jondix and Deno
had for the future of the shop. “I would like it
to be a place for creating and having fun in an
artistic way,” Deno tells me, “and for meeting
open-minded people in a space designed for
high-level work without any restrictions. But
most of all I would like the customers to be
happy. That's the main goal really! There is
still a lot to do to the shop itself, but we do
not currently have a definite plan. We are
focusing more on a creative attitude, working
with motivated artists who want to create new
things without ever losing their love for our
profession. People should come here because
we have a unique and beautiful team of
tattooists who each produce completely
different styles of tattoo, all filled with a deep
love for what they are doing.”

This collection of artists represents a new
approach to the whole idea of a tattoo studio.
Each artist is effectively working alone within
the group, but not in isolation. All are sharing
and creating together as one, and building a
very inspirational and electric environment.
The focus is on nurturing a very special kind
of creativity and I have to say it does seem to
be working. If you are in the area you should
pop in, look though the books and steal a
little of the unique atmosphere.

Seven Doors Tattoo
55 Fashion Street
London E1 6PX
Tel: 0207 375 3880
www.sevendoorstattoo.com
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T
he Moscow Convention is the most important tattoo

event in Russia and a reliable indicator of the health of

the tattoo scene in this gigantic country. Nowadays it's

not only Russia's incredible practitioners of realism that

dazzle; there's a widening spectrum of other tattoo styles too.

This convention is a spectacular meeting in every way and a

real visual treat for the visitor.  

MOSCOW
TATTOO CONVENTION

Text, interviews and photos: Travellin' Mick 

1. 2.

3.

4.

1. miss tattoo contest

2. by max titanic, 

mad fish tattoo (russia)

3. by aleksandr enekin 

(russia)

4. by aleksandr kukinov, 

mad fish tattoo (russia)



5.

6.

5 & 7. by kirill putiatin, good luck tattoo 
(russia)

6 & 8. by vova mult, angel tattoo (russia) 
9. by artemiy zharavin, xk tattoo (russia)
10. by yan vilsk (russia) 
11. russian breakfast 
12. by noi siamese, 1969 (norway)
13. miss tattoo contest
14. by anton kovrigin, yellow dog (russia)
15. by den yakovlev, negative karma (russia)
16. Rodrigo Souto, black garden  
17. by colin dale, skin & bone (denmark)
18. colin dale, skin & bone (denmark)
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The Russian capital is full of beautiful people and

the Arena venue functions as a huge night club

when it's not hosting the Moscow Tattoo

Convention, but that still doesn't excuse the over-

eager bouncer who who refused entry to Randy

Engelhard!  Apparently this gentle German giant

just looked too intimidating. However, the matter

was swiftly sorted out by organiser Pavel Angel –

and on Saturday Randy looked a lot happier when

he was handed his well-deserved Best Tattoo of

the Day trophy for a beautiful double portrait leg

piece.

Other than that unfortunate incident with door

security, there was very little to complain about –

with the venue, or indeed with the entire

convention. The entertainment programme on the

enormous stage was first class. From the Miss

Tattoo and body painting contests to the

numerous tattoo competitions, everything was

organised with great attention to detail and

executed with precision. There wasn't a dull

moment the whole weekend.

It didn't take long to realise that this was a

convention full of artists of the highest calibre.

Visitors contentedly strolled the aisles for hours

on end, browsing portfolios along the way. And I

don't mean staring at a tablet duct-taped to the

table watching a painfully slow slideshow of tattoo

images. I'm talking about actual high-quality

printed photographs stuck in an album. Remember

those? Everyone seemed willing to engage in

friendly conversation. In Russia most people seem

very happy to show off their ink and much less

likely to grunt “no photos” than at some events in

the West.

Until recently, stunning realism has been the

ultimate goal here, but the scope is widening now

and the scene is splitting into different sub-genres.

Upstairs at the convention, alongside traditional

tattooists and guest stars Brent McCown and

Colin Dale, there is a chance to see the work of

local artists who are pursuing different creative

directions. Russian tattooists such as  Aleksandr

Pashkov, Pioner and newcomer Stepan Negur have

taken their art to astonishing new levels by

composing realistic and naturalistic work into

aesthetically pleasing larger pieces such as backs

and sleeves. Large-scale realism or portrait work

can sometimes consist of a random collage of

images assembled with only minimal planning, but

these guys manage to carefully design and execute

truly imaginative pieces using realistic elements.

Another artist who was a master of this genre –

albeit not in the medium of tattooing – was HR

Giger, who sadly died recently. He's inspired

organiser Pavel Angel's work for many years, and a

special tribute was paid to him in the form of a

wonderful art fusion painting session that resulted

in a mind-blowing and colourful diptych. 

So, once more, the Moscow Tattoo Convention

was a stunner, leaving visitors and artists alike with

a decidedly positive impression of Russian

tattooing. 

7.

8.

9.



10. 30.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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19. 20.

21.

19. by aleksandr kukinov, 

mad fish tattoo (russia) 

20. by viking tattoo (russia)

21. by ivan (studio unknown, russia)

22. by purple dick tattoo (russia)

23. by evgeniy jinn, appetite tattoo 

(russia) 

24 & 25. by dima hirurg (russia)

26. by olga tolli, 

capital tattoo (russia)

Interview with Viktor Meyer 

Viktor Meyer of Viktor Tattoo is one of
Germany's foremost black-and-grey artists. A
Russian with German ancestors, he has
established himself as an important link
between the tattoo cultures of Russia and the
rest of the world. Each year, he helps foreign
artists to work at the Moscow and Novosibirsk
conventions and organises guest spots for his
Russian friends all over Europe, facilitating
creative interchange and mutual understanding. 

Travellin' Mick: Viktor, how many

times have you been part of this

convention? 

Viktor: The convention is being held for the
seventh time, and I am here for the fifth time.  

Travellin' Mick: And how has the

event itself and the Russian scene

changed during this period? 

Viktor: The convention is now firmly
established as one of Europe's top events, I
believe. It's been a very quick rise to the top.
Pavel is investing all his energy and experience
from his travels into this. The Arena is better,
nicer and cleaner than the previous venues. And
tattooing is slowly being recognised as an

artform in Russia, which means young artists
can get recognition too.  

Travellin' Mick: Why are these guys

so good? Isn't it a bit frustrating to

see artists who have only been

tattooing for two or three years

produce work like this? 

Viktor: I truly believe that Russians are born
artists. I don't know why, but it's in our blood.
And these tattooists take their time when they
create a beautiful image. They don't rush. It's fun
for them and not a way to make a quick buck.   

Travellin' Mick: Yes, didn't someone

once say “Do what you love, and you

will never have to work again”? It

seems like everybody is trying to

build towards something, and working

really hard to achieve it. Another

thing I notice is how much Russian

history, culture and folklore goes into

these tattoos. And the growing

variety of different styles. 

Viktor: It's the pure power of numbers. More
artists means more pressure to be original and
find your own way.  This results in individual,
never-seen-before styles. As for the Russian
themes in tattoos, we simply love our country.
We're proud of it! 



22. 23. 24.

25.

26.
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Tell us a bit about yourself...
I live in Hollywood, California. I'm a hyper-realistic
painter (usually working in oils, but sometimes in
graphite or charcoal), a make-up artist, a model, and a
cartoon girl. I love anime, video games and cosplaying.

Who or what inspires your look?
I'm sure that my obsession with Barbie, fantasy, anime
and Japanese culture played a big part in my stylistic
development. I love pastels, bright colours, lace, ruffles,
sparkles, and dressing like a cartoon character.

I’m loving your pink and multi-coloured hair. When
did you first dye it that way?
I dyed my hair pink for the first time when I was 18
years old. I started off with hot pink for the first few
years, then I gradually got it to a soft pastel colour.

You have quite a social media presence. Why do you
think people are drawn to you and your style?
When people follow you on social networking sites, they
get a glimpse into your life and what you do on a daily
basis. They get to know you without ever meeting you. I
think people like to follow people they can see
themselves being friends with. I guess I have such a
large following simply because people love what I do –
my art, my modelling – and my cartoon girl charisma!

You used to tattoo...
Yes, I started back in 2007, when I first went to college.

You’re insanely talented as an artist, why don’t you
tattoo anymore?
I simply lost my passion for it. After three years I was
burnt out from all the chronic negativity around me and
all the malicious behaviour from other people in my
shop. I started to hate it. Negative energy affects my
creativity severely. I can't be artistic in that kind of
environment. But towards the end of my time at the
shop, my modelling career really started to take off, so it
was an easy transition. I left one art form that was ruined
by turmoil for another that fulfilled my creativity and
took me much further.

How did you get into tattoo modelling?
It kinda just fell into my lap. Back when I was working
in that tattoo shop in Denver, a photographer came in to
take photos of all the artists for our website. What
should have taken fifteen minute turned into a two hour
session – a  full-on photo shoot. The photographer could
see I had a natural knack for it and I was really enjoying
myself. He said, "Have you ever thought of doing this
professionally?" and I laughed. I was 5'2" after all!
"Seriously" he said, picking up a tattoo magazine with a
cute girl on the cover, "this could be you". So from there
I just went for it. I started doing as many shoots as I
could. I would spend hours networking on social media
and modelling websites. It was like a catalogue of all the
artists in the industry and I would just pick them out. It
was all just for fun at first; I never cared about the
money. I've been modelling for seven years now.

Do you have any advice for women trying to get into
the modelling industry?
Always make sure you are safe. Take a friend with you
when you shoot with someone new (even if they just
hang out at a Starbucks down the street). Be smart and
always let people know where you are and who you're
with. But mostly – have fun!!

I hear that you did the diamond tattoo on yourself.
Was that hard to do?
It's not something I would ever want to do again. I only
got about two solid straight lines out of it. The only
reason I did it was to graduate my tattooing
apprenticeship. It's kind of like having a little diploma
on my ankle.

How old were you when you got your first tattoo?
I'd just turned eighteen. I went to a tattoo convention in
Orange County for my first one.

Is there a theme with your tattoos?
All of my tattoos are about what makes me "me". Most
of them are realistic representations of my childhood.
They are simply things that make me happy, things that
remind me of who I am and where I came from. These
are images that give me joy and comfort.

Words and photos:
Jenna Kraczek Photography

Tattoos: 
Nikko Hurtado

This month’s cover model is artist, cartoon girl and
former tattooist Kelly Eden, who lives in the heart

of Tinsel Town USA.
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Who is your favourite tattoo artist?
My favourite will always be Nikko Hurtado.
He's done all of my tattoos and I don't think I
would ever go to anyone else. His talent
always amazes me.

Do you have any future tattoos in mind?
I have a never-ending list of tattoos I'm
thinking of getting. I'd like to try to get my
back piece finished... but I always seem to get
distracted and want something new. I've also
been working on getting my leg sleeve
finished. I want to start incorporating more
elements from my childhood, such as anime.
Id love to have a Sailor Moon tattoo!

Do you have any tattoos that you regret?
None. I always give my tattoos a lot of thought
and consideration before I get them done.

How does your family feel about the extent
of your ink?
At first there were a lot of rolled eyes and
dropped jaws, but now it's not a problem. They
accept my tattoos as part of who I am.

What is your passion in life?
Simply to make art and to love. Creation and
passion are what life is all about.

KellyEden.Net
Facebook.com/KellyEdenOfficial
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There are many great partnerships in tattooing, artistswho have sat next to each other for years on end toiling
away immersed in the buzz of the machines. Colin and

Mike are one such partnership. Mike's Tattoos in Carlisle is
one of the longest running studios I know, going back some
thirty years.

Colin and Mike are major pillars of their local community and they are also the guys
responsible for the much-loved North Lakes Tattoo Convention, which celebrated its
tenth anniversary this year. Mike has recently suffered with some poor health, which

has forced him to re-evaluate much of his life, but he still has many business interests in the
town including nightclubs, gyms and a Japanese koi carp farm, all of which have steadily
run alongside the tattoo shop he shares with Colin.

Perry: Where did you two guys meet?
Colin:We went to the same nursery in the rough part of Carlisle! We weren’t too aware
of each other back then, though. We should’ve gone on to the same school, but Mike
ended up going to the posh school.
Mike: There were lots of gangs around even back then, and because I came from the
wrong side of town I was always getting beaten up. But that’s what toughened me up and
got me into boxing and wrestling clubs. I started training with Doug James, who ran the
local club, but I found it a bit too soft so I started my own. I've had that going now for
thirty five years. 

Perry: When did you first tattoo?
Mike: I was tattooing when I was 14 in the art class at school. I would tattoo for ten
Woodbine cigarettes. I remember my first tattoo was a swallow and a butterfly. When I left
school I got a job as a butcher, but I always wanted to do tattooing. I’d seen work on both
of my uncles done by John Morris. I tried for years to get hold of some tattoo machines. I
eventually got some from a company called Ultra, but before that I used to make my own. I
went to stay with an old time tattooist in Morecambe called Jaboo. He had the best red
lipstick, which we used to make up red ink with, but it never really healed properly in me.
We would tattoo in sour milk to remove it. That was proper old school tattoo removal!  
Colin: The first machine that Mike made was from a wind-up alarm clock. He soldered a
needle to the bit between the bells and he'd wind it up to tattoo, but he’d have to keep
stopping to re-wind it.
Mike: I'd seen a picture of a coil machine in a magazine. One night while I was
emptying the local phone box of two pence coins I recognised the same two coils inside. I
realised that they would ring constantly if you put electricity through them, so I had 'em!
That was the start of my next machine. 
Colin: My dad owned a pub and I started tattooing from out the back. I had a sign and
everything. Mike knew I was there but he never came in. Eventually I opened a shop in
Carlisle, but during an unplanned, enforced stay at one of Her Majesty’s special ‘hotels’,
my misses needed some money so she sold all my equipment. It was Mike who bought it.
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He then opened a shop. When I came out,
I never went to Mike for a job, but
eventually we met through a mutual friend.
We always knew of each other, but in
those days everyone kept a bit of a
distance.
Mike: It was at one of the early Newcastle
shows. I was getting my back done by
Harry Potter, and Colin was getting some
work from a very young Louis Molloy. We
met, and we've got on ever since. Colin
came to work at the shop and he’s never
left. That would have been about 1985.
Colin: I’d started tattooing before I went
into the Navy, which I came out of in
1980. (I'd joined hoping to go to
Singapore, but they sent me to America!
My chief job was as a brothel hunter...)
Anyway, I bought some stuff from Ultra and
started just doing lettering and messing
around with machines. I always knew I
wanted to be a tattooist. It was what I’d
told the careers advisor at school. I got the
book Skin Deep out of the library and I
think thats what did it for me.

Perry: You’ve been working
together for a long time. Have you
ever fallen out?
Mike: Never! We just seem to get on
really well. It’s trust at the end of the day.
We could never have put on the North
Lakes Tattoo Convention if we didn't trust
each other.
Colin: When we started in Carlisle there
were no other tattooists. Only Johnny
Sheppard. He did have a great shed, but
his work wasn’t so good. So we started
pretty much straight off in a shop. Jim
Major had shown me some bits and
pieces, but only the bits he wanted me to
know. Most of it you had to work out for
yourself. I remember doing our first tattoo
in the shop. It was £2. 
Mike: The way I learnt was that I would
do any tattoo for £5, and I would do
maybe five or six a night for about two
years, so it was purely by volume. You’d

practice your line work and shading –
actually on people. I still see those guys
today. Some I’m still working on. 
Colin: In fact I tattooed a guy today,
covering up a piece I did on him in 1981!
I remember back then I got the Spaulding
and Rogers catalogue, which had little
pictures of flash sheets inside, and I used to
draw those design on freehand because I
didn’t know how to make a stencil in those
days. Mike knew but he wouldn’t tell me.

Perry: Have you ever collaborated
on pieces?
Mike: Oh yeah, at the Blackpool
convention we did a big head on a guy for
charity, and we did another at the Peterlee
convention.

Perry: How have you developed
and improved your art over the
years?
Colin: I don’t think we have! [Laughter all
round]
Mike: I’m good at forging stuff. If you
show me something I can usually make a
good copy – but not like the kids that are
doing realism now. I’ll admit it, I tattooed
for a living. I loved doing it and I was
good at what I did, but the kids today
leave me standing.

Perry: Both of you seem to be
incredibly well connected,
particularly through the
international tattoo community. 
This is evident in the line-up at 
your convention. How has that
happened?
Mike: Mainly from going to tattoo shows –
Dunstable, Rome, Milan. Not in the
conventions themselves, but in the hotels
and bars. I met Theo Jak in Bangkok. I was
over there Thai boxing and on my night off
I bumped into Travellin’ Mick and Theo.
There was some trouble in the local bar, so
I had to sort it out with a little ‘bang bang
bang’. I met Theo again in Milan and

we’ve been best friends ever since. When I
was ill lately he was the first person to call
me. He comes over to our show, which is
an honour for us. Everyone who works our
show has to send in a disc of pictures, and
we vet them so we can ensure that we only
have really good artists. Because it’s a
small show, and not about the money, we
don’t have anyone that we don’t think is
really good enough.
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Perry: What does the future hold
for you guys?
Mike: I have had to pretty much retire
from tattooing because of my illness, and
my eyes are going, so I get headaches. It’s
become a real struggle. I was Thai boxing
for more than thirty years and that takes it
out of your body. I’m still very busy. I’ve got
my boxing clubs and I’ve got my own
really successful Japanese koi carp farm.
I’m also still involved with the tattoo shop
and the show, but sometimes my body
really lets me know about it.
Colin: I’m still in the shop and we’ve got
both our daughters working with us now,
and that’s great. We really are, literally,
one big happy family. We have talked
about opening another shop so we can
bring guest artists to Carlisle – artists we
know through the show and from our
travels. It may happen, but we’ll wait and
see. At the moment I work four days a
week, including twelve hours on a
Thursday, and I’ve got no aches or pains. I
do sometimes get headaches in the
mornings, but that’s drinking with Mike that
does that! I think if you learn good

technique, and work from the elbow, it can lengthen your career. I’ve no trouble with RSI,
carpal tunnel or any of the problems I see a lot of younger artists getting.

Perry: What are the ingredients that makes the North Lakes show so
popular?
Colin: The venue for the show has been my local for years. I know every member of staff
by their first names. Mike's had all his boxing events in the same hall where we have our
show. We know everyone and we get on with everyone, including half the customers, so it
creates a unique relaxed atmosphere. We did a lot of research for about five years before
we thought about putting it on.
Mike: We saw what we didn’t like about other shows and picked the bits we did like. The
people we invited were predominantly friends, and they came from all over – Switzerland,
Austria, Lichtenstein, Thailand, New Zealand. The first show was such a worry, but we
learnt so much, and every year we try to improve it. We only focus on tattooing. No
bands; the tattooists are the entertainment. It’s not about the money either. We put as much
back, running buses to get people here, doing a buffet and after-show party, not charging
too much to get in, or for the booths. It’s really bad for business at our shop because things
always go really quiet a couple of months beforehand when people start saving up to
spend with the artists at the show. 

Perry: Which of the advances in tattooing do you personally think have
been the best?
Colin: Pre-made needles. Having that consistency and knowing that your machine is
going to run OK, and not spending hours making needles. I am one lucky bugger. I go to
work every day, and even now I think to myself how lucky I am to be doing a job I love,
with people I love.
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Mike: For me it was sheets of flash. About
twenty years ago, I had my best takings ever
when I did the same bulldog on a group of
soldiers twelve times in one day. It was a
Graham Townsend design and I got it at the
Dunstable show. Good machines have helped
as well. I worked with Micky Sharpz, making
machines, and I’ve got his first two: numbered
1 and 2. I used to make colour with him and
he taught me how to make machines. Those
were my golden days of tattooing.

Perry: Mike, tell us about your koi
business. How did that start?
Mike: I’ve always loved koi. Ever since I went
to Japan to compete with my fighting. I now
import baby koi and bring them on. It’s a
really hard job, keeping the water and the
bacteria just right. All my customers are
business people with high-pressure jobs, and
the carp help them to relax. I’m lucky, having
such a loyal customer base through the
tattooing and the clubs. I have two open
weekends a year. At the last one I had over
three hundred invited customers, from as far
away as Cambridge and the Isle of Skye.
Obviously I don’t just sell koi. I supply all the
pumps, filters, food and everything. I’ve got a
six-acre site, with a shop and a Japanese
garden. Over the years I’ve made that many
connections around the world. I’ve been to
Thailand seventy four times with the fighting!
I’ve been very lucky that all three of my life
passions – Thai boxing, tattooing and the koi –
have been successful. They've become

popular; they're big business now. I don’t think
people getting into tattooing nowadays will
ever reap the rewards that our generation
have. Profits are being forced down because
there are so many tattooists – and  I knew that
would happen the moment the TV programmes
began. When I was really ill last year and they
took out my large intestine, I began to realise
that I have had an amazing life. I've achieved
everything I ever dreamed of.

Perry: Mike, what do you think is
Colin's best attribute?
Mike: He’s just so eager and enthusiastic,
even after all these years, and he would never
do anything that involves us both without
asking me. I’m the same, which makes the
partnership work.

Perry: Colin, what do you think is best
about Mike?
Colin: Because we always communicate and
get along well, sometimes he tells me off and
sometimes I listen! We’re like two old ladies.
We’ve never had a cross word in all the time
we’ve worked together. I once gave away one
of his old Ultra machines by mistake. I thought
he’d kick off, but he said, “Oh I don’t care, it
were shit anyway!” I always get him pissed
first if I’ve got bad news.

www.mikestattooz.com
www.northlakestattooshow.co.uk



FREDRICI ANDÚJAR
GIAHI TATTOO FAMILY
(SWITZERLAND)

PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK
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JOSH PEACOCK
LEGACY INK
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N
ow in its sixth year, the Norwich Body Art festival

has settled comfortably into its home at ‘Open’, a

versatile city-centre function hall run by the Youth

Trust. Just shy of 100 artists gathered to celebrate the world of

tattooing, some from local studios, some from further afield.

The show is organised by Gema and her team
from local studio Indigo Tattoo, in
collaboration with local listings magazine
Outline and Emma Garwood. Each year the
show gets a little slicker as minor problems
are ironed out, and this year was the
smoothest yet. The venue was once the
regional headquarters of Barclays Bank and
boasts a large marble-floored hall, with a
staircase leading to a balcony along both sides.
This balcony was where most of the traders
were situated: various local jewellery, art and
clothing companies sat alongside the more
familiar convention traders such as The Vince
Ray Experience and Sacred Stitches. Norwich-
based business Never be Famous were using
the show to launch their new brand of jeans,
hats and t-shirts.
The doors opened at midday on Saturday, the
crowds flocked in and the hall began to buzz.
Just about every artist was working right from
the off and the day quickly settled into a very
relaxed and steady pace. This convention
prides itself on having a large roster of original

entertainment – which this year included a
fantastic slack-rope balancing act, performing
aerial acrobatics with a comedy twist much to
the delight of the crowd. 
The layout of the hall was similar to last year.
Dean and Sharon from Braintree Tattoo
Studio were next to Dan and the guys from 4
Skin, making a noisy fun-filled corner, opposite
the huge booth from Justin Burnout and the
Ghost House Collective. Over the other side
of the divide in the heart of the hall, Gavin
Clarke, Sonia, Mike and Karl from Obsession
had the biggest booth, spanning the whole
width of the hall.  Four rows of booths
running lengthways housed the remaining
artists. From the city of Norwich itself, there
were Jon and Enzo from Black Dog, Aston,
Thomas and the whole team from Indigo, Josh
and his crew from Factotum, and Rytch and
his team from Sith Tattoo. From further afield
came Joe Spaven of Scarlet Rose, Sim from
Cosmic Tattoo, Inky Joe from Illustrated
Primate and Joe Carpenter from Cloak and
Dagger. The long-distance visitor award went

4. 5.
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1. by thomas bates, 
indigo tattoo

2. by paddy o’rafferty, 
ten volt tattoo

3. painted by gavin clarke
obsession tattoo

4. by ashley draycot, 
bodycraft

5. eric michalovic, 
808 tattoo (hawaii)

6. by dan arietti, black sails

NORWICH
BODY ART FESTIVAL
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7.

8.

12.

9.

10.

7. by josh fisher, factotum

8. by eric michalovic, 

808 tattoo (hawaii)

9. by justin burnout,

ghosthouse collective

10. by inky joe, illustrated primate

11. by enzo barbareschi, black dog

12. by woz, creative body art

13. by joe carpenter, cloak and dagger

14. by thomas bates, indigo tattoo

15. by billy richards, illustrated primate

16. inky joe looking at 

xed le head’s exhibition

7.
to Eric Michalovic, who flew over from New
York on a whim to work the show at the last
minute! There were obviously many more,
most of which you can find listed on the
website at www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk
With three categories of competitions
completed by 7.30pm on the first evening, and
the awards handed out, people slowly drifted
off into the night to sample the delights this
fine city has to offer.
Saturday visitor numbers seemed down on
previous years, something that is becoming
very familiar at most of the shows I have
attended this year. But on Sunday morning
there was a queue waiting at the door when
we arrived. There was just about enough time
for a quick layout reshuffle before the doors
were once again opened and a much larger
crowd filled the hall. This was more like it!
Everyone was working, and the high energy
excitement became almost tangible. Traders
saw a massive upshift in sales and tattoo
machines began to run hot as the artists
gently shifted into top gear.
One of the highlights of the show, almost
hidden in a room behind the main stage, was
the exclusive opportunity to view an
exhibition of unique art by Xed le Head. More
than thirty A1 sized prints of multicoloured
geometric patterns were each individually lit
with changing coloured lights running through
a cycle of reds, greens, yellows and blues.
These lights interacted with each print to
create a genuine sense of visual movement as
each delicate design element was drawn to
the front then, with the next colour mode,
replaced by another equally intricate
structure. They were quite simply fantastic. If
you ever get the chance to see them, I cannot
recommend them highly enough.
This show had something else rather special
to offer.  When the awards were presented on
the main stage – after both Saturday's and
Sunday's competitions – one of the judges
gave a brief explanation as to why each
winning piece deserved its top spot. The
audience then had a chance to view the
tattoos on the stage and observe for
themselves exactly what factors are taken into
consideration by a competition judging panel.
It was an eye-opening experience for
everyone.
With its emphasis on unique and original
entertainment, the exclusive Xed le Head
exhibition, and of course some top drawer
tattooing, this was a packed show – and all for
just £10 per day or 17.50 for the weekend.
This really is a great convention with a big
heart. Keep an eye on Total Tattoo Magazine
for next year's dates.
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27.

17. 18.

21.

20.

17. by aston reynolds, indigo

18. by andrew dennis, new image

19. by heather gee, indigo

20. by chad koeplinger (on the road)

21. by sim abbott, cosmic tattoo

22. by jon longstaff, black dog

23. by will, tattoo art

24. by woz, creative body art

25. by mike harper, black galleon

26. by gee, enter the void

27. by nick immes, painted lady tattoo parlour

28. by aaron clapham, tattoo art
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ivano natale, ink lounge

sebo, mystery touch tattoo (australia) henning jørgesen, royal tattoo (denmark)



clod the ripper, milan ink (italy)

elson yeo, think tattoo (china) oleg turyanskiy (russia)



polak, polak’s finest beef shop (belgium)

arran burton, cosmic tattoo

jordan baxter, black garden

paco dietz, graven image tattoo gallery



kiwi matt, slave to the needle (usa)

kayley south, northside tattooz

hannah calavera, jericho tattoo emporium

ettore bechis, 
absolution tattoo lounge

(italy)



nico romero, white inc tattoo (guernsey) szilárd németh, everest tattoo (hungary) 

polak, polaks finest beef shop (belgium)

jeff ortega, evil from the needle



ryan reeve, 
progression tattoo (australia)

nick ferris, ruby lou’s

mie, nine tails tattoo

kanae, nine tails tattoo



den yakovlev (russia) bigghy gee, bigghy gee tattoo (italy)

jay fallows, lifetime tattoo matthew hays, new hope tattoo gallery



david benjamin kaye,
skinks (new zealand) mike staples, legacy ink

todo, abt tattoo (usa)

mick miller, 
nostalgia tattoo

mick miller, 
nostalgia tattoo

toni moore, hungry for moore



tikiroa, tiki tattoo (thailand) tikiroa, tiki tattoo (thailand)

tikiroa, tiki tattoo (thailand) tikiroa, tiki tattoo (thailand)



christian holdfast, 
kamil tattoo studio cassandra frances, black garden tattoo

jime litwalk, ascension tattoo (usa) chris sutton, flaming art

luke botterill, 
black dragon studio



dave bryant, 
lifetime tattoo

saraloni, club tattoo (usa)

ron koupal, royal tattoo (denmark)



jessi manchester, all style tattoo (germany)

dap, skingdom (italy)

billy hay, 
custom inc



julia seizure, skunx tattoo

dane mancini, inkmatic (italy) pepa, bohemian tattoo arts (new zealand)



laura parisotto, sugar shack (canada)

alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

johnny gage, 
flaming art tattoo

dan hancock, this mortal coil

ben verhoek, simms ink (usa)



piotr cwiek, southmead tattoo

craig holmes, 
iron horse tattoo

dominic wiley, 
blue cardinal tattoo

adam mcdermott, 
folklore tattoo studio



old man brierley,
art house tattoo

matt deverson, 
progression tattoo 
(australia)

mike boyd, the circle

alan hindes, tatt house



daniel robinson, arthur t’s

nick morte, lucky 7 tattoos  (norway)

grey silva, rampant ink

danny edwards, black pearl tattoo



angel quiles, ink the ink tattoo studio (usa)

brenden, tattoo hq
dane mancini, inkamatic (italy)

kiwi matt, slave to the needle (usa)
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Dan Arietti, Black Sails
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU. UK
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‘some of the
attraction

and appeal of  
tattooing

lies in its 
connection

with the

Yakuza.’



HORIYOSHI III
Master of Traditional Japanese Tattooing - Part Two 

Horiyoshi-Sensei, you are the owner and curator of

the wonderful Yokohama Tattoo Museum, a unique

collection of numerous rare and valuable items.

People often talk about the relationship between

tattooing and Ukiyo-e woodcuts. Can you shed any

light on the intriguing question of whether there

was any connection between the famous Ukiyo-e

printing families of the Edo period  (1603-1867) and

the tattoo families of Japan?  Were Ukiyo-e masters

such as Kuniyoshi, Yoshitoshi and Kyosai involved at

all with tattooing? 

There is certainly no direct line. I myself have no connection, and

I don’t find it likely that there is one. Being a Ukiyo-e artist has

always been a very highly honoured profession, so why should

someone held in such high regard go underground and become a

criminal? Tattooing was illegal in Japan at that time (it was only

made legal in 1948) and therefore it was very difficult to tattoo

professionally, even underground. Just think about the practical

problems: it had to be done in secret, but it also had to be done

in daylight, as they didn't have electric light back then! And it was

too hot in summer and too cold in winter for tattooing.

Nevertheless, I think some Ukiyo-e artists did draw designs for

tattooists. Ukiyo-e artists were not well paid, and so this was a

way to get some extra cash. At that time, tattooists did not have

good drawing skills, at least not in the league of a woodblock

print master. 

In
last month’s Total Tattoo we

featured the first part of

Travellin’ Mick’s fascinating

conversation with Horiyoshi III, in which

the great man talked about his life story

and creative philosophy. In part two,

Horiyoshi III shares more of his

in-depth knowledge of Japanese

tattooing, and gives us an insight

into his personal views on the

wearing of tattoos. 

Interview: Travellin’ Mick and SANAxxx • Pictures: courtesy of Horiyosh III
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I did hear something else about

Kuniyoshi though... 

Yes, he was involved with tattooing – in a

rather private way. He is said to have been

tattooed. There is a famous woodblock print

that is believed to show Kuniyoshi himself,

with his tattoos. 

Can you tell us a bit more about the

tools and materials of traditional

Japanese hand tattooing? 

Technically, tattooing has hardly changed in the

past two centuries. We have been using

magnum needles in two layers since at least

the middle of the nineteenth century, and my

own master sometimes worked with a triple-

layer magnum of 45 needles. All needles used

to be made in Kyoto by Sanjo-Honke

Misuyabari, a family that has been making

needles for seventeen generations now. It’s the

same with the sumi (black ink), which all

comes from a shop called Kobaien, in Nara,

which has been supplying Japanese artists for

four hundred years. We still use silk strings to

tie up the needles, but they don't all come

from the same place now. The sticks were

originally made mainly from bamboo, but some

tattooists used other woods such as ebony, or

even ivory, to show off a bit. The tools were

usually quite short – not more than 20-30cm

– but I prefer slightly longer sticks myself. I

started using steel in 1987, because of hygiene

issues. We should be open to new

technologies, always looking for ways to make

our business better and safer. 
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You use machines for your line work;

may I ask what kind of equipment

you prefer? 

Currently I’m using rotary machines.

Really? But your machines are quite

noisy... 

Yes, my rotaries are noisy because I run them

so fast! I got them from my friend Eru at

Wizard Supply – one Stingray and one

Dragonfly. Many suppliers wanted to gift me

their machines, but they always asked me to

promote their equipment in return... It got a

bit too much for me. 

Here in the museum you have an

amazing collection of Yakuza movie

posters from the 60s, 70s and 80s.

Do you think it's those movies, and

the mass media generally, that are

responsible for the bad reputation of

tattooing in Japan? 

Let’s be honest, some of the attraction and

appeal of tattooing lies in its connection with

the Yakuza. But these images were exaggerated

and exploited by the mass media. Traditionally,

tattooing was an attribute of warriors and

heroes from the Suikoden before the gangster

movies of the later twentieth century adopted

it. Look at the proud tradition of the Japanese

firefighters. They were some of the best

representatives of tattooing in the country.

They have the tradition of Ninkyo, which

means chivalry, fighting evil with all your might

in the service of the good and weak. This

concept was hijacked in the early Yakuza

movies of the 1960s. Tattooing was used to

perpetuate their masculine image. 
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Do you personally like the underground

aspect of tattooing, or would you prefer a

more mainstream acceptance of tattoos in

Japan? 

In general, I would say it would be better for all of us

if tattooing would step out into the sun. But if you ask

me personally, then yes, I like the charm and

fascination of the underground image. As long as it’s

not illegal, and I’m not breaking the law, I am fine with

the situation and just do what I have to do.

Some Western tattoo artists would

probably share your personal preference

for tattooing as an underground art form,

out of the hands of the mainstream fashion

industry. But in the West, it’s out in the

open now. If you walk around in certain

parts of Berlin, London or New York, it

seems as though you only see people with

full sleeves.

The fourteenth century poet Zeami wrote, “Keep it

secret to preserve the beauty of the flower”.

Nowadays many youngsters shun this view and rub

their tattoos into the faces of outsiders, diminishing

the reputation of tattoos in the mainstream’s eyes. It is

rather selfish to try to promote tattoos in this way.

Not everything should be out on the table. Tattoos

should be special, not an everyday thing. Showing off is

counter-productive, and we should find alternative

ways to promote tattooing. This is my view, and I think

many old timers would agree, no matter where they

come from.

Horiyoshi-Sensei, thank you so much for

taking the time to talk to us. Good luck

and good health to you! 

Horiyoshi III‘s Yokohama Tattoo Museum is at Imai Bldg.1-11-7,

Hiranuma Nishi-ku (close to Yokohama station).  It's better to phone

or fax before paying a visit: +81 45 3231073 

Further information about contacting Horiyoshi III can be found on his

website:  

horiyoshi3tattoo.com/contacts/ 

Horiyoshi III’s books can be purchased through www.kspublishers.com
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This show has been running, in one form or another, for

fifteen years. For the last three of those years it has been

held in the monumental Guildhall in the centre of Portsmouth.

The entrance to the convention was right

next to the huge pillared steps at the front of

the building, and banners were in place to

show people the way. Reaching the main hall,

we entered a large theatre-style room with a

deep balcony of seats and a large stage area

that has played host to many great acts since

the venue opened its doors way back in 1890.

It is now used mainly for music concerts,

comedy shows and weddings. This weekend,

however, it played host to more than 70

tattooists, who were busy working away in

generously sized booths under excellent

lighting. The walls of the booths were not too

tall and this really helped to create a friendly

atmosphere, with everyone able to chat and

joke as if ‘over the garden fence’. Flags and

banners hanging from the edge of the balcony

gave the whole event a real carnival feel. 

The show opened at an alarming 10.30am,

which gave the artists a good long session to

get pieces ready for the best of day

competition at 7pm. Many took advantage of

this and the standard of work presented was

impressive, and definitely up on previous

years. Ladislav from Alone in the Dark Ink

walked away with the honour of Best of Day

for a large Biblical leg piece in yellow, orange

and red.

There was large proportion of new young

artists at this year's show producing high

quality pieces throughout the weekend. Ginger

Tom was working his first ever convention and

was prolifically banging out super clean trad

pieces. Just along from him was Lee Jones

from Hell to Pay, and opposite was Aaron

Willett, who has recently started his own

studio and was flat out from the off. The old

guard were very much in evidence too, in the

shape of Ken Rivers from Colour Me Custom,

1. the polka dots

2. illustrated bacon

3. fenya 

4. by alan gilby, abrasion tattoo

5. by ginger tom, ginger tom’s

6. by james allan, 

straight to the point

7. by diyan, tattoo sanctuary

8. by casper, portsmouth ink

1. 2. 3.

4.

5.

text and pictures by perry
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the one and only Pete Lake (who was the

original organiser of this show) and Brent

from Cardigan Ink, who between them have

more than 150 years of tattoo experience! 

Many acts graced the stage over the two days.

Bands included the Polka Dots, Eliza Doe, and

The Ricardos. Fenya performed with flames

when she wasn’t carrying her huge python

around the crowds or stilt-walking between

the stalls. Bloody Bones gave us his circus

freak show and the curvaceous Ruby Rubelle

took care of everybody’s burlesque fix for the

weekend. All in all it was a busy schedule. The

Barbers had a non-stop day Sunday doing

fantastic retro haircuts, including my own!

This show is really coming of age, with very

reasonable entry prices, a packed programme

of entertainment, plenty of trade stalls, and a

super-friendly family festival vibe. What more

could you want? 

All the artists were busy all weekend and I

saw numerous happy customers leaving at the

end. Local studios choose to support this

show, which I always think is a good sign.

Unfortunately many of the merchandise

stallholders reported flat or no trade. Maybe

this was because the weather was just too hot

and sunny to attract people indoors (although

9.

10.

11.

9. by darryl williams, my last one

10. by steve hunter, touch of ink

11. by thomas, family ink

12. by victoria & amber, 

tattoo sanctuary

13. by marek lewick, skin city

14. by lee jones, hell to pay

15. by scott hansler, kingston ink

16. by ladislav, alone in the dark ink

17. by aaron willet, kingship

I am sure the bar area must have had a bumper day's

trading!) but it does seem to be a worrying trend and

a recurring sign of the times. Some stallholders were

saying they would probably give tattoos conventions a

miss in the future.

The competitions on the Sunday were well supported,

with large entries particularly in black and grey and

small colour. Interestingly, realism – which always

seems so popular at other shows – was not so much

in evidence in this part of the country. Jim Allen from

Straight To The Point won large black and grey, with

the smaller category going to Casper from

Portsmouth Ink. Leo Rios from Time Bomb produced

one of his trademark two-day pieces (this time a leg

sleeve) but the large colour trophy that he won here

at Portsmouth was actually for the two-day full

dragon backpiece he did on Cheryl at the Tattoo Tea

Party back in March. Aaron Willett took home the

trophy for small colour and the portrait award went

to Ladislav from Alone in the Dark Ink. The Ron

Ackers award went to Ken Rivers, Brent from

Cardigan Ink took home the Lifetime Achievement

award and Zack Chiswell from Family INK won the

public vote for best flash sheet.

With everything in order it was time to hit the road.

This was the best of the shows so far at the

Portsmouth Guildhall, with more people attending and

a busy hall full of tattooists. Not so great for the

traders... but then I guess you can't have everything.
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18.

20. 21. 22.

19.

18. by derek, darkness tattoo

19. by brian griffiths, 

social skins (usa)

20. by michael milward, inked up

21. by angel , portsmouth ink

22. by steve hunter, touch of ink
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Gáboa is a 25 year old artist living in Sasbach, a tiny speck on
the map in the Black Forest region of Germany. He has only
been tattooing since 2010, straight out of college, yet he is

already redefining the übercool hypermodern tattoo style that is
associated with the heart of Europe. He combines multicoloured
graphic and realistic elements, and infuses his work with techniques
from different artistic media – watercolour, ink, pencil, crayon – to
produce bright, airy, jazzy tattoos. His designs incorporate street art,
portraiture, animals, psychedelia and neo-traditional imagery. His
lines cut tightly through the skin, his contrast is spot-on, and he
packs in the pigment with a density that will ensure lifelong colourful
fun. This sparrow has wings!

So, you are “Spatz mit Hirn”, the sparrow with the brain? What's the story behind that?   
Actually, there is no real story. I wanted a German shop name. “Spatzenhirn” means “birdbrain”
in German, which made me think of a sparrow with a huge brain, so I altered the name a bit to
mean just that. It fits my style, I think – a bit weird, a bit spacey – and it's easy to remember,
right?
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Your real name is Gábor Kanyuk, which is
very Hungarian, but your tattooing style is
definitely not the line-free colour work one
often associates with Hungarian artists. In
fact your style seems extremely
contemporary and fresh.  
Yes, colourful images are what I've been
drawing from the very beginning, and this is
what became my tattooing style. I do get
inspiration from other tattooists too, but my
main influence is modern and contemporary
art. I visit museums, galleries and art fairs, and
this usually results in new spurts of creativity. I
will not let myself become boxed into a
category. I simply want to experiment...
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A substantial proportion of your tattoos
right now are inspired by watercolours.
This is a huge trend at the moment, but how
long will it last? Another year? When the
next big thing inevitably comes along, only a
few watercolour specialists will remain in
the limelight... 
Oh that doesn't bother me in the least. Today I
might be telling you that watercolour is the
greatest thing, but tomorrow I might have
changed my mind entirely. Versatility is the
life and soul of my work. Being able to try
new things on a daily basis is a privilege
afforded me by my clients, and I intend to
develop this further and further. You know,
these past four years have flown by. I still feel
as though I haven't really started yet. I will
keep on pushing my limits and trying to find
my own direction. My main goal is to execute
tattoos in such a way that they will retain their
colours for as long as possible. 

Yes, too many artists are concerned only
with immediate impact in their colour work.
But how do you actually approach a tattoo?
What do you do if a client says “Do a fox for
me, but in your style”?  
I actually work from realistic images such as
nature photographs. From these, I make a
sketch drawing, according to my emotions and
feelings at that particular moment in time.
Luckily, my clients are quite open about this
approach. The tattoo must have integrity and
feel right to both me and the client! So I try to
find out as much as possible about them, get to
know their style, their ideas... The depth of
meaning in the tattoo is up to them entirely,
but I quite often have customers who want to
express emotional attachment to their home –
the Black Forest, for instance, or wherever else
they are from.
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This seems to be an important trend in tattooing. We feel a strong
connection to our native soil and we want to actively express this. 
Absolutely right. And there is no need to venture very far to find cool
tattoo designs. We have endless images and possibilities around us
here in the Black Forest. I was so happy to be able to do a cuckoo
clock recently, with pine cones, a stag and little birdies! I want to
explore more in this direction. I can identify with it completely. 

Let's go back to watercolour style tattoos. How difficult are they
to execute well? 
A big challenge is to capture the illusion of a flowing liquid
realistically. It only works if you manage to nail the amount of
contrast from ink to surface precisely. This is much easier on pure
white paper than on the varying tones of living skin. Even in
watercolour style tattoos, I still use a lot of black to build a frame that
holds the image together before I add any colour. And I prefer to use
deeper tones like purple and blue, rather than really washed-out light
ones. If you start too light, there won't be enough of a fluid effect and
it will disappear very quickly. 
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Durability is a big issue in watercolour
work, I guess. How do you manage to make
the effect last?  
One “secret” is that I don't blend colours with
water – only with pure inks. Sometimes I work
with more than twenty different inks on the
table. Four different oranges, for instance.
These I pack into the skin with small needle
configurations to get all the colour transitions
right, so they stay where they are supposed to
be. This all takes time and effort, but in my
experience there is no substitute for accuracy
and diligence. 

You sound old beyond your years! 
[Laughs] At this age, one learns quickly!

Gáboa is currently working at Spatz mit Hirn
(Sasbach, Germany), Nadelwerk (Wels,
Austria), Trust (Mannheim, Germany) and
other places too.  Find out more via:
www.spatzmithirn-tattoo.de 
gaborkanyuk@yahoo.de
de-de.facebook.com/pages/Spatz-mit-Hirn-
Tattoo/136867653029352 
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Nu Rose Tattoo Studio
7 Clive St, Caerphilly CF83 1GE
029 2132 8077
www.nurosetattoos.com
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To find out about our special offers for
display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free.
Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk,

NR7 0AU, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre

King’s Rd, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HG1 5LA

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

Nov 8-9

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse

www.facebook.com/halloweentattoobash
info@halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 7-9

Jurassic Coast Tattoo Convention
Premier Inn Hotel Bournemouth Central

Westover Rd, Bournemouth, 
Dorset BH1 2BZ, 

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 15-16

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Adventure Centre

Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX
sheffieldtattooshow@live.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS

October 3-5

Barcelona Tattoo Expo
Fira de Barcelona

Avinguda Reina Maria Cristina, s/n
08004 Barcelona. Spain

October 17-19

Dublin Tattoo Convention
The Red Cow Pavillion, Dublin, Ireland

info@dublintattooconvention.com
www.dublintattooconvention.com

October 24-26

Evian Tattoo Show
Palais des Congrès d’Evian-les-Bains

Place Peintre Charles Cottet
74500 Évian-Les-Bains

France

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels Tattoo Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/

November 7-9

Florence Tattoo Convention
press@florencetattooconvention.com

March 13-15 2015

Tattoo Ink Explosion 
Kaiser-Friedrich-Halle, Möchengladbach
www.tattooinkexplosion.com

2015

February 20-22

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton
www.brightontattoo.com

February 28-March 1

Tattoo Tea Party
Event City, Phoenix Way, Urmston, Manchester. M41 7TB
www.tattooteaparty.com

March 28-29

The Scottish Tattoo Convention
The Edinburgh Corn Exchange
10 New Market Rd, Edinburgh,
Edinburgh EH14 1RJ
www.scottishtattooconvention.net

May 8-10

Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Road.,Derry. Northern Ireland
maidencityink@aol.com

May 16-17

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool, Merseyside L3 5UL
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

June 6-7

Northampton Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road, Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconvention.com
Tel: 01604949958

June 14

Reading Tattoo Show, 
Rivermead Leisure Complex. 
Richfeild Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER
readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk or nolimitstattooing@hotmail.co.uk 
01189590700/01189598616 
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk



To find out who sells Total Tattoo in your area, email your postcode to

vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For details, call our free subscriptions

hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit www.totaltattoo.co.uk

Tattoo studios! You can sell Total Tattoo on an easy 

sale-or-return basis. To find out more, email

totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk or phone 01603 958 062

NEXT MONTH
A glimpse of what the future holds!

If you would like to see your work published in Total Tattoo, send your pictures to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk 
or send discs to Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK
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Lukasz Sokolowski 

Into shades
of grey with

Clod the 
Ripper

KIWI MATT
Puts the brakes 

on in Seattle

Manual
Winkler
Back in Black

The Trip Out
Custom Cultures Collide

100 Back Pieces
with Jeremy McCulloch

Bold Will Hold
the wonderful work of 

Wytse Sterk

Tattoo Conventions

The 10th International 
London Tattoo Convention
The North East Expo
Hong Kong Tattoo Convention

£3.95
TTM119

SEPT 2014

Total Tattoo on sale 
the first Thursday of

every month



What makes you happy?

Tattooing the things I like. But I do the
mundane stuff too. Just because it's not my
thing, I still do it to the best of my ability to
make my customers happy... which in turn
makes me happy.

What makes you angry?

People who don’t listen. Sometimes people
think they know better – especially with
cover-ups (but I still do them as they lead to
further work).

What was the last book you read?

I don’t read books. I find them too time-
consuming. There’s not enough time in the day
as it is, with drawings and running a large busy
studio.

What was the last movie you saw?  

Captain America. My grandson and I have a
movie night on Sundays, but it has to be action
films.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life?

Dan Haggerty, the guy who played Grizzly
Adams in the TV series, as apparently I look
like him and that’s how I got my name.

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life?

The Benny Hill theme tune. My life is mad!  

What would your super power be?

To be able to touch technology and destroy it
as every computer I go near seems to freak
out and refuse to do what I want it to do.

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

A ticket to Australlia to see my eldest son and
my brother.

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

A chimichanga from a good Mexican
restaurant. You can't beat it. Happy food!  

What achievement are you most

proud of?

My 4 kids, 4 grandchildren and 25 year stint with
my lovely wife - and of course the tattoo studio.

What pets do you have?

My wife. I pet her a lot sometimes.

What is your biggest regret?

I don’t have regrets. Everything happens for a

reason. You learn from it and you move on.

What keeps you awake at night?

There is not much that keeps me awake. I only

have to be still for a few minutes and I’m out.

Any exciting news you would like to

share?

We are now offering piercings courtesy of my

daughter Rachel, thanks to Mac/Dr Evil. 

What is your favourite tattoo style?

I love Japanese tattoos. They stand the test of

time.

What's your funniest tattoo story?

Many years ago, when I was working in

another tattoo studio, we had a drunk come

in off the street demanding to be tattooed. We

never tattooed drunk people as a rule, but this

guy was very insistent to the point of

upsetting the other clients in the shop. He was

pissing my boss off completely, which was the 

total wrong thing to do as he was an old

school tattoo artist. The guy wanted a barcode

(they were all the rage at the time) on the

back of his neck, so the boss went to the shop

next door and came back and made a thermal 

and gave it to me to tattoo. The drunk guy was

very pleased with his tampon box barcode

and went on his merry way none the wiser, ha

ha!  

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done and why?

My favourite tattoo at the moment is the

pirate ship I did on my daughter.  I always had

a thing about pirates and sailing ships, so I

enjoyed designing it and tattooing it on her.

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

Never give up, you’ll get there in the end.

How would you like to be

remembered?

Just as a good guy really, someone who is

willing to help others. Someone my children

can be proud of.

Finish this sentence:

Grizzly is...

...not the Messiah, he’s just a very naughty boy.

(With thanks to Monty Python!)

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Grizzly
Grizzly’s Tattoo Art
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